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When, not if 
The December 14 announcement of 
a merger between Australian Super 
and AGEST to form a $46bn fund 
captures one of the key activities in 
the industry in 2011 very well.   While 
those funds got to the milestone of an 
announcement, in the background most 
funds were assessing the talent pool to 
merge with, and at the same time being 
critically assessed as merger targets  

 themselves.  The rationalisation of
 funds is accelerating and every fund is 
a player whether they like it or not. 

The key industry fund merger drivers 
The fundamental goal of Trustees for their fund, and hence the key 
driver of a fund in considering mergers is to improve the benefits 
and value thereof to every one of its members to the greatest 
possible extent.   

Post Cooper, one word more than any other captures the most 
obvious route to improving benefits and value – scale. Scale 
affects the ability to be competitive across the full range of a fund’s 
offerings and operation. Niche operators can survive but need to 
be particularly efficient, effective and intimate with their market 
segment.  The key drivers to funds merging are:  

1. Costs:   The need to reduce costs and spread them over 
a wider base, to the ultimate improvement of members’ 
retirement outcomes.  This is critical given heightened 
competition, expectations of greater operational effi ciencies 
in due course through SuperStream and related actions, as 
well as, cost and product transparency through MySuper. At 
the same time funds and their service providers need to invest 
heavily in improved processes, systems and technology.

2. Future of Financial Advice (FOFA) reforms:  Retention 
of existing members and capture of new members is critical 
to scale and fi nancial survival as a fund providing great 
member benefi ts.  FOFA reforms are driving the need for 
fi nancial advice capabilities in funds from scaled / limited 

Summary: This article considers what extra steps a Super fund should be taking to maximise 
the value of future benefits for its members from a potential fund merger. 

Super Funds - Attaining “A Grade 
Merger Readiness”

Are we there yet? Have we reached the end of 2011? It’s been a year of waiting – waiting 
for investment markets to recover, for the Euro to finally collapse - or not, waiting for the 
superannuation decisions and legislation from the government as the Cooper and Ripoll 
implementations takes final shape as MySuper, SuperStream and Future of Financial Advice 
(FOFA) pathways grind out.  There was one area where we didn’t wait around – Super Fund 
Mergers - which were many and large, and even when not announced or not finalised, were 
ever present.  Our main article focuses on such mergers as no doubt that will also be a 
dominating theme in 2012.

Farewell to 2011

Comment: This is an old Irish proverb which literally translates 
as “The hills far away from us are green.”   The equivalent English 
wording is “The grass is always greener on the other side.”  So take 
the super fund merger road ahead cautiously, but courageously, with 
your eyes open.   

As another more famous Irish proverb says “Go n’eiri an bother 
leat”, which literally translates as “May the road rise to meet you” 
and simply means “Good Luck.”

“Words of Wisdom”

“Is glas iad na cnoic i 
bhfad uainn.”

“Distant hills are 
green”

December 2011
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Recommendations 
• Invest in the time and effort of a deep thorough analysis 

of your fund to understand the dynamics of your fund 
beyond the immediate time frame – look to the fund’s third 
dimension – its future dynamics in the medium and long 
term.

• Build a model of your fund sophisticated enough to consider 
pre and post merger aspects of a wide range of both 
credible and unlikely scenarios – product, costs, fees, 
investment, regulatory etc.

Benefi ts
• Enhanced insight of your fund and its dynamics, its risks 

and opportunities – thus strengthening your fund’s ability to 
make the best merger decisions and add the most value to 
members’ future retirement outcomes. 

• A mechanism to objectively assess the absolute and relative 
value to the fund / members of alternative merger partners 
and plans. 

• A clear message to APRA as prudential regulator that you go 
the extra mile in considering future potential risks and being 
able to take early preventive action to avoid or mitigate those 
risks.

• In summary, deeply understanding and modelling the 
fi nancial implications of a range of scenarios on future costs, 
fees, joining and retention of members, account balances, 
(distribution) source and other aspects will enable you to 
score an A grade in any merger assessment.

Feel free to call Sean on (03) 8641 6970 to discuss how your fund 
could benefit from modelling your Super Fund’s future attainability 
and sustainability. 
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advice through to full/holistic advice.  Expertise, experience 
and capital investment are critical and scarce.  

3. Quality and range of products and services:  Across 
products and support services to members, enabled by 
effi cient and effective 
front, middle 
and back offi ce 
capabilities. Across 
operations including 
investments, systems 
and communications 
whether in house or 
third party.  Examples 
include insurance, 
more sophisticated 
post retirement 
products and better 
investment return vs 
risk outcomes. 

4. Regulation: 
Increased regulation 
and prudential 
supervision 
combined with higher 
expectations of 
governance standards.  

What else does a merger need to be a “good 
fi t” and succeed?
In addition to a merger needing to succeed on the scale and related 
cost and capabilities drivers, the most critical success factors are:

• Goals:  A set of common goals for maximising improvements 
for members in the medium to long term.

• Attitude: Open hearts and minds of the fund’s Trustees and 
the funds’ leadership teams to fi nd ways to achieve these 
goals, including a willingness to adopt new ideas and change.

• Culture:  This can be greatly helped by a common culture – 
history/tradition/roots, attitude, business model and mode of 
operation.

• Deep understanding:   A thorough understanding of your own 
fund and the fund you may merge with.  

• Plans & Project Management: Full due diligence and detailed 
plans supporting attainment of the merger goals including 
funding and implementation.

Attaining “A Grade Merger Readiness”
Of all the above key drivers and critical success factors, the 
element that has had the least discussion and has the most 
potential for lifting your merger readiness to A grade is a deep 
understanding of your fund.  This enables you as a Trustee or 
Fund Executive to better assess the potential benefits of the 
merger for your fund and its members both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. 

Most Trustees believe they already have a deep understanding 
of their funds – indeed they will already be familiar with their 
funds’ operations and challenges and have carefully considered 
and formed views of where the industry is heading and their 
fund’s strategic future place in the industry. They will have 

strategies in place to attain that.   Thoroughly understanding 
your own fund includes fully knowing your membership and how 
loyal it is. It means having a deep and honest realisation of the 
fund’s strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats in 

its operations logistics, 
investment capabilities, 
communications, 
compliance and risk 
management framework. It 
is knowing what your fund 
is best at and why, and 
where you can innovate 
going forward. 

But an A Grade 
understanding means 
taking this understanding 
to a newer, even deeper 
level – one that is only 
appreciated in retrospect 
when you’ve actually been 
through the process of 
acquiring.  It is knowing 
your fund in 3D - the 
third dimension being the 
future – and being able to 

report and communicate on your fund’s attributes and capabilities 
in the future in objective, measurable tones on its demographic, 
financial, strategic and risk aspects.

Modelling fund attainability and sustainability
You understand clearly where your fund is now, but thoroughly 
understanding where your fund could be in 5, 10, 20 and 30 
years time will provide powerful insights. Insights into the 
complex and changing dynamics of your fund - what it might 
look on a range of merger scenarios - including member 
behaviour, financial metrics on account balances, costs, fees 
and reserve levels.  This will enable you to make informed 
decisions now about your fund’s future needs, the best merger 
paths and the best future partners.   

To achieve this - to truly understand the future dynamics of 
your fund - you need to build a model of your fund in which 
you project your fund’s membership and all related financial 
outcomes.  The model starts from your current fund and 
member position based on the fund demographics including 
age, gender, contribution and account balance levels. 

You set assumptions from having analysed your fund’s past 
experience and you vary those to provide “what if?” future scenarios 
around:

• new members

• transfers in and out

• partial withdrawals

• full redemptions

• transfers from accumulation to pension etc.  

The model calculates:

• expected future funds under management (FUM) and 
member account balance, costs/expenses, fees and charges

• investment returns

• fund surpluses / defi cits, targeted reserves e.g. operational 
risk, investment reserves

• future income statements and balance sheets

• other kpi items and statistics used to make decisions.

Examination of your past experience and use of a comprehensive 
model and examination of its results helps you:

• understand the fi nancial consequences of a range of product, 
pricing, cost and investment strategies

• provide insight into the merger risks and opportunities for 
your fund to benefi t members

• understand your risk appetite by testing a range of realistic 
and extreme scenarios around merger events

• see how resilient or otherwise your fund is to change 
including what actions and paths might render your fund 
unsustainable

• put fi nancial present values on a range of future strategies

• determine how much costs per member and as a % of FUM 
might reduce with envisaged added scale from a merger?

• provide an objective comparison of potential cost savings for 
members from different potential merger partners

• calculate a value of future benefi ts and costs for the fund, per 
member and per $ FUM as an objective guide to what your 
fund can bring to a merger

• fi nd the tipping point at which the costs of a merger outweigh 
the benefi ts

• bring your deepened fi nancial insight to your consideration of 
the non fi nancial or indirectly fi nancial potential benefi ts  e.g. 
product and services range and quality, reputation, ability to 
execute other value adding mergers in the future.

Comment:  Chart 1 shows that the rate at which our longevity 
has increased this century and particularly in the last 25 years is 
nothing short of staggering.   

Chart 2 allows for future improvements at the rate experienced in 
the last 25 years and conveys the wonderful news for Super Fund 
members that they can expect to live longer.  But the challenge 
is for their superannuation to provide income for increasingly 
extended periods, notwithstanding increases in pension age to 67.   

“A picture paints a thousand words”

Source:  Based on Australian population mortality data  - historical (compiled by the ABS 2008) and the most recent covering 2008-2010, released by the ABS November 2011; 
25 year mortality improvement factors from the Australian Government Actuary released 2009; further projections by McGing Advisory & Actuarial.  Caution: Future longevity is 
illustrative only - there are multiple forces affecting it which can lead to significant change.

Living Longer
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And what if we come even a little closer to Dr Karl Kruszelnicki’s 
tease at the ASFA 2011 Conference that ours may be the 
last generation to die, as medical advances facilitate internal 
replacement of our aging organs!  

Chart 3 shows that even with the recent rates of mortality 
improvement, a quarter of those lucky enough to afford to retire 
at 65 will be looking to their super to pay out for 32 (male) or 33 
years (female) by 2050.  That’s a long time!
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